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Press release 
 

Vikan introduces ergonomic Pastry Brushes for baking industry 
 
Vikan, the global leader in professional cleaning tools and systems, is introducing three new  
ergonomically designed and colour-coded Pastry Brushes specifically designed for the baking 
industry. 
 
Available in 30mm, 50mm and 70mm widths, the new brushes are designed for baking  
operations large and small. 
 
“These new pastry brushes have fine, soft bristles that are ideal for applying egg, oil, sugar 
glazes and icing to cakes, biscuits, buns, pastries, bread and rolls,” said Sune Schmidt, Vikan’s 
Design and Development Engineer. “At Vikan, we understand that baking is a delicate art and 
that using the best function-specific tools ensures the best finished product.” 
 
The new Vikan Pastry Brushes for the baking industry: 
 

• Are compliant with EU requirements for food contact materials and accompanied by  
the required DoC documentation 

 
• Can be used safely in contact with raw and cooked food up to 80°C 

 
• Are available in green, blue, red, white and yellow to comply with HACCP requirements 

for colour segregation to prevent cross-contamination and control allergens 
 
The new Vikan Pastry Brushes are available now. For more information, contact Vikan  
Customer Service at export@vikan.com, call us on +45 96 14 26 10, or visit Vikan.com. 
 

 
About Vikan 
Founded 120 years ago, Vikan is the world’s leading supplier of hygienic cleaning tools and  
systems for the food and beverage industry and other hygiene-sensitive environments. 

Headquartered in Skive, Denmark, Vikan has amassed the industry’s largest and most-thorough 
bank of hygiene and regulatory insights. It draws on its 120 years of experience and knowledge 
to develop the world’s most effective customer-focused professional cleaning tools and advisory 
services. 

Vikan provides its customers with professional tools, expert advice, functional design, superior 
quality and a pioneering spirit. 
 
For more information about the new Pastry brushes please contact customer service on  
+45 96142610 - export@vikan.com or International Sales manager : +45 2887 1617.  
www.vikan.com. 
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